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From the beating heart of Africa, Soweto Spiritual
Singers bring fresh sounds, inspirational harmonies and
fabulous dance to the Fringe

After hitting the limelight performing the World Cup theme song with R Kelly,

this remarkable group know how to dazzle and excite their audience. Pitch

perfect songs in a variety of tones and paces unfold, each as pleasing as the

previous. Energetic, playful soloists relay one another with professionalism and

unwavering confidence.

The show is pure spectacle, indulging in numerous costume changes – from the

elegant, to the shimmering, to the colourful. On top of this is the fact that the

singers are talented dancers, delighting the audience with a South African style

dance-off featuring high kicks, jumps, rolls and the splits.

Fresh sounds, inspirational harmonies and fabulous dance make this an

irresistible performance expressing the spirit of Africa. An infectiously feel-good

experience for all ages.

The Soweto Spiritual Singers is a versatile 27-member vocal ensemble

comprised of indigenous talent from Soweto. Their repertoire consists of all

forms of gospel genres and traditions. They achieved global success after

performing at the South African 2010 FIFA World Cup Opening Ceremony

alongside the legendary R. Kelly. They return to Edinburgh in 2015 after a

sell-out run last year.

‘From the outset, the spiritual tone is set for the colourful, uplifting and
wholesome African gospel experience to come’ HHHH BroadwayBaby.com

www.VilEntertainment.com
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The African Experience
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ten word blurb

Remarkable group from Soweto make fresh sounds and inspirational
harmonies
twenty word blurb

Fresh from performing the World Cup theme song with R Kelly, this Soweto
group bring fresh sounds to the Fringe.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

After hitting the limelight performing the World Cup theme song with R
Kelly, this remarkable group from the beating heart of Soweto bring fresh
sounds, inspirational harmonies and fabulous dance to the Fringe.
www.vilentertainment.com
fringe web blurb

‘These singers know how to dazzle and excite their audience. Pitch perfect
songs in a variety of tones and paces unfold, each as pleasing as the
previous. Energetic, playful soloists relay one another with professionalism
and unwavering confidence. The show is pure spectacle, indulging in
numerous pleasing costume changes – from the elegant, to the shimmering,
to the colourful. On top of this is the fact that the singers are talented
dancers, delighting the audience with a South African style dance-off
featuring high kicks, jumps, rolls and the splits.’ **** (BroadwayBaby.com).
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